HIGHLANDER INTERNATIONAL RECYCLING
At the peak of paper recycling

ECO RECYCLING SERVICE
INCEPTION 2002

Highlander International Recycling was founded in 2002
and from our initial inception of Recovered materials
Brokers, we have now evolved to include Paper Recycling,
Reel Splitting, Document and Product Destruction and
Waste Recycling Consultancy. Our change of strategy
reflects the requirement for a bona fide Independent,
reliable and professional Recovered Paper recycler for the
Central Scotland area.
In April 2014, Highlander made a long-term commitment
with the purchase of our head office in East Kilbride. This
acquisition of a 60,000 sq ft purpose built Waste Paper
Recycling Centre, (formerly owned by J.W. Hannay & Co) is
now our main recovered paper recycling facility. Highlander
International Recycling is now the largest independent
recovered paper recycler in Scotland, recycling over 25,000
tons of recovered paper per annum through our Paper
Recycling operation and a further 100,000 tons per annum
through our trading arm, diligently serving customers
throughout Scotland, Ireland and the United Kingdom for
over a decade.

Material Processing:

Highlander has invested heavily in modern, efficient and
safe processing machinery and our asset base includes 2
modern fully automatic baling machines;
1 x Imabe H100 horizontal baling press with capacity of
400 tons per week and;
1 x Lindemann Bigro 120 horizontal baling press with
capacity of 500 tons per week.
This gives our total Baling Capacity at almost 1000 tons per
week – the largest recovered paper baling capacity utilised
by an independent paper recycling company in Scotland!

Reel Splitting Guillotine:

We operate the most comprehensive reel handling,
splitting and recycling system in Scotland – utilising a 50
ton BOA reel splitter capable of quickly splitting reels of
up to 3.5 tons in mass, 2.7 meters high and 2.2 meters in
diameter, within 3 minutes.

Woodmizer Saw Mill:

To complement our reel splitting operation, we have
invested in a Woodmizer Saw mill to cut reel ends quickly
and safely. Originally designed to cut logs, we made
some unique modifications including changes to the reel
retention system and changes to the types of blade, our
plant will now handle and process reels with a much
smaller diameter, as well as cut reel ends of various sizes.
We are confident that with our unique range of reel
processing equipment, we are able to offer an unrivalled
service within this sector and are able to handle a wide
range of waste reel products such as wood-free printed or
unprinted reels, newsprint reels, paper reels related to the
packaging industry (Kraft, test-liner and fluting), as well as
tissue reels.

Hammer Mill Shredder:

Our Hammer mill shredder has a capacity of up to 7 tons
per hour, making it the largest paper shredding machine
operating in Scotland today! With this capability, we are
able to destroy a wide range of items at high speed and
throughput, allowing us to offer comprehensive product
and document destruction services for a wide range of
customers.
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ECO RECYCLING SERVICE
Handling Equipment

Our 25,000 tons per annum of recovered paper is expertly handled using 4 JCB Tele-trucks with assorted attachments.
We receive recovered paper in reels, bales, pallets and loose forms and require machines that are robust, flexible and
dynamic. Our fully trained operatives use rotating reel clamps, bespoke paper bale clamps and rotating fork attachments
to safely and efficiently handle a wide range of recovered paper grades such as office waste, cardboard, newspaper and
magazines in a variety of forms.

Highlander range of Recycling services:

Innovative & Flexible Collection Systems:
Our flexibility in line with customer specific requirements,
ensures we provide the highest level of service at all times,
while ensuring you are legally compliant:

ll

Specialists in newspaper & magazine / pamphlet /
flyer recycling

ll

Mill stock / second life paper trading incorporating
“Eco-paper sales”

ll

One use, heavy gauge office and security destruction
sacks and numbered seals

ll

Pro-active supplier and 3rd party, recovered paper
moisture testing services

ll

A range of small recycling containers from 1100 litre
wheeled bins to plastic tubs

ll

Suppliers of recycling equipment and machinery
such as balers / compactors

ll

A Range of recycling containers from 8 to 40cu yard
capacity, both open and closed

ll

Comprehensive reel handling, splitting & recycling
services

ll

Ability to collect full or part loads of recovered paper in
bales, pallets, reels or boxes

ll

Secure product destruction services

ll

ll

Secure document / paper destruction services

Ability to accept recovered paper deliveries at our
recycling facility 6 days per week

ll

Office paper recycling services

ll

Plastics recycling services

ll

Comprehensive waste audit service

We are delighted to illustrate below and previous, some of
the recycling equipment and services we can offer:
If you would like to visit our operation in East Kilbride, we
would be delighted to arrange this for you – simply contact
us at the details below and we will agree a date and time
convenient to you. For further information please visit our
website at www.highlanderinternational.com

HIGHLANDER ECO RECYCLING SERVICES
7-10 Linwood Avenue, College Milton, East Kilbride, Glasgow, G74 5NE
Tel 0044 (0) 1355 524 215 bookings@highlanderinternational.co.uk www.highlanderinternational.co.uk

